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PPG Co-chair’s
Bobby Davis, DOH Co-chair
Charles W. Martin, Community Co-chair

At-Large Members
Ken Bargar, PLWHA Rep
Benjamin Jeff Allen, PLWHA Alt
Philip Toal, Substance Abuse Rep
Marlinda Quintana Jefferson, Substance Abuse Alt
Daniel Merkan, Behavioral Science Rep
Vacant, Behavioral Science Alt

Maria Thompson, Rep
Cindy McLaughlin, Alt
Erica Douglas, DOH Rep
Valerie Mincey, Rep
Valerie Hutchison, Alt
Sylvia Hubbard, Rep
Sylvia Hubbard, Alt
Samuel Carter, DOH Rep
Leroy Jackson, DOH Alt

Shane Bailey, Rep
Amber Crossman, Alt
Janet Kitchen, Rep
Bernadette Bass, Alt
Janet Kitchen, Rep
Bernadette Bass, Alt
Jim Roth, DOH Rep
Vacant, DOH Alt

Chrissy Edmonds, Rep
Delena Stephens-Bowen, Alt
Laverne Bell, Rep
Dena Whipper, Alt
Iris Clemons, Rep
John Curry, Alt
Cynthia Poitier, Rep
Eric Martinez, Alt
Sandra White, Rep
Eric Miller, Alt
Juliette Love, Rep
Felicia White, Alt
Donna Markland, DOH Rep
Vacant, DOH Alt
Charles W Martin, Rep
Kalenthia Nunnally-Bain, Alt